
VMware Case Study

INDUSTRY
Retail

LOCATION
Portland, Oregon

KEY CHALLENGES
• Insufficient resources for 

managing a growing  
virtualized IT environment

• No business continuity or 
disaster recovery plans for 
remote branch offices

• Limited capacity in space-
constrained data centers 

SOLUTION
To increase data center 
capacity and promote 
workload mobility, Columbia 
Sportswear implemented a 
hybrid cloud with VMware 
vCloud Air.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
• Freed up IT staff by migrating 

lower-tier applications to 
VMware-managed public cloud 

• Increased agility by allowing 
workloads to be shifted 
between public and private 
clouds

• Enabled a business continuity 
option for remote locations 
with limited resources 

To meet growing global demand for its outdoor apparel and 
accessories, Columbia Sportswear required an infrastructure-as-a-
service platform that would support its Microsoft-based business 
application portfolio. To improve IT and business productivity, 
Columbia wanted a service that would perform like a virtual 
extension of its on-premises data center and operate using its 
current management tools. Columbia chose VMware vCloud® Air™, 
realizing immediate cost savings and gaining a robust modern 
platform to support new application development. 
Founded in 1937, Columbia Sportswear is a family-owned business with thousands of 
employees and operations spread around the globe. With the mission to design and 
deliver authentic, outdoor, high-value products for active consumers of all ages, the 
company makes high-quality sportswear that keeps customers comfortable and 
protected, wherever their excursions take them.

The Challenge
Almost a decade ago, Columbia realized that to stay ahead of the competition, it needed an IT 
environment that could grow with the company, as well as flex to accommodate the extreme 
seasonal fluctuations in business. And it wanted to do this with as little hardware investment as 
possible. Initially, this meant virtualization; and today, the company’s IT infrastructure is more 
than 90 percent virtualized, with all virtualization solutions coming from VMware.

Columbia Sportswear is growing fast. Every year it develops new products, new markets, and, 
these days, new ways of reaching customers. These drivers have led to greater demand for 
digitization to enable access to critical business information for line-of business staff. To scale IT 
operations to meet these demands, Columbia concluded that it was not economically feasible 
to continue on the path of purchasing hardware and paying for labor to build, support, and 
maintain on-premises data centers. The company needed a better way and started looking at a 
variety of new cloud-based options.

However, traditional public cloud services did not meet the company’s business requirements. 
It needed the ability to maintain its own security and access protocols that are incorporated 
into its existing applications. The company wanted a service that could be operated with the 
same management tools that it uses for its on-premises systems; and it didn’t want to incur 
greater incremental costs to rewrite its existing applications that were running just fine on the 
existing platform. 

The Solution
Columbia turned to its longtime virtualization vendor, VMware, which was providing the 
solutions underlying its virtualized data center and private cloud. Columbia was able to 
implement a hybrid cloud environment with VMware vCloud Air that employs the same 
platform and toolset as its existing on-premises environment. And that in turn means that 
Columbia can move applications and services seamlessly between its on-premises private 
cloud and its VMware-managed public cloud with no re-architecting required.

Columbia Sportswear Extends IT Services  
and Capacity Without Overextending Staff  
by Adopting Hybrid Cloud
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Carlos Tronco, Lead Systems Engineer at Columbia Sportswear, explains: “We were aware of 
other solutions, but nothing could provide the consistency of experience and tools offered by 
vCloud Air. We understand the platform. We understand the integration. And because we’re 
using the same hypervisor and the same back-end systems, it doesn’t matter whether we’re 
standing up new systems in the cloud or migrating existing workloads there. It just works.”

Today, Columbia has more than 500 applications to support, including everything from SAP 
ERP systems to applications for finance, human resources, and more. Moving forward, it’s 
simply a matter of determining which workloads are the best candidates for the public cloud 
and then testing those applications’ performance on vCloud Air. Initially, this meant small 
nonproduction workloads and development environments such as Microsoft BizTalk Server, 
but Tronco expects the list to grow. 

Business Benefits
For Columbia, the evolution of its VMware-powered hybrid cloud continues to be a gradual 
one, which is fine with Tronco. The company started with plenty of testing, and then the 
careful migration of smaller workloads, followed by some initial development and test 
environments. Based on this ongoing work, Tronco reports that the new environment has 
accomplished the following:

Freed up IT staff by migrating lower-tier applications to the VMware-managed public cloud 
– “By transferring some of our nonproduction workloads to a public cloud,” Tronco explains, 
“we can free up our engineers to focus on the Tier 1 and 2 workloads with the highest 
service-level agreements.” 

Increased agility by allowing workloads to be shifted between public and private clouds – 
“My team is not getting bigger,” Tronco says, “but the workloads and the number of virtual 
machines we’re managing are. So having that single suite of tools and single pane of glass to 
see the environment, whether it’s on-premises or off, is a huge benefit. With vCloud Air, my 
team can be more efficient, users get an absolutely consistent experience, and we’re able to 
provide the same level of support we always have.”

Enabled a business continuity option for remote locations with limited resources – “We could 
also use a public cloud to provide business continuity and disaster recovery services to our 
remote branch offices, which don’t have the resources or infrastructure to provide their own.”

Tronco and team have tested the hybrid cloud’s feasibility as a business continuity solution 
by setting up new Microsoft Exchange and Windows Active Directory environments and 
then extending them into vCloud Air. This delivers performance that would be more than 
ample to run the environments from the public cloud if a branch was moving offices or 
transferring its physical infrastructure to a new data center. 

He offers the following anecdote as proof: “About a year and a half ago, we sent eight people 
from my team to our Tokyo office to move equipment a mile down the road, a move that 
required a weekend outage while email and file servers were shut down. In the midst of this, 
someone remarked, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if we could actually move Exchange mailboxes into 
the cloud over the weekend, have the local folks move the equipment, spin it back, and then 
move some of those services back on the premises?’ Well, we’ve now demonstrated that we 
can do that with vCloud Air. And the money we can save by not flying teams to remote 
locations and the goodwill we can engender by avoiding outages are enormous.”

Looking Ahead
In the coming months, Tronco and his colleagues will continue to move workloads to the 
hybrid cloud environment by testing and deploying workloads as user needs and data 
center capacity dictate. Tronco is looking forward to further exploring the VMware tools 
already integrated with vCloud Air, including VMware vRealize™ Automation™. He’s also 
eager to see how the new environment and its use evolve over time, citing storage, 
backup, and recovery as areas of particular interest.

For more information, visit VMware vCloud Air. 
http://vcloud.vmware.com/explore-vcloud-air/what-is-vcloud-air

“With vCloud Air, my team 
can be more efficient, users 
get an absolutely consistent 
experience, and we’re able 
to provide the same level of 
support we always have.”

Carlos Tronco 
Lead Systems Engineer 
Columbia Sportswear
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